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Abstract. This paper settles the computational complexity of model checking of several
extensions of the monadic second order (MSO) logic on two classes of graphs: graphs of
bounded treewidth and graphs of bounded neighborhood diversity.
A classical theorem of Courcelle states that any graph property definable in MSO is
decidable in linear time on graphs of bounded treewidth. Algorithmic metatheorems like
Courcelle’s serve to generalize known positive results on various graph classes. We explore
and extend three previously studied MSO extensions: global and local cardinality con-
straints (CardMSO and MSO-LCC) and optimizing the fair objective function (fairMSO).
First, we show how these extensions of MSO relate to each other in their expressive
power. Furthermore, we highlight a certain “linearity” of some of the newly introduced
extensions which turns out to play an important role. Second, we provide parameterized
algorithm for the aforementioned structural parameters. On the side of neighborhood diver-
sity, we show that combining the linear variants of local and global cardinality constraints is
possible while keeping the linear (FPT) runtime but removing linearity of either makes this
impossible. Moreover, we provide a polynomial time (XP) algorithm for the most powerful
of studied extensions, i.e. the combination of global and local constraints. Furthermore, we
show a polynomial time (XP) algorithm on graphs of bounded treewidth for the same ex-
tension. In addition, we propose a general procedure of deriving XP algorithms on graphs
on bounded treewidth via formulation as Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP). This
shows an alternate approach as compared to standard dynamic programming formulations.
1998 ACM Subject Classification: Theory of computation → Parameterized complexity and exact algo-
rithms; Theory of computation → Logic; Theory of computation → Graph algorithms analysis.
Key words and phrases: MSO extensions, metatheorem, parameterized complexity, neighborhood diver-
sity, treewidth.
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1. Introduction
It has been known since the ’80s that various NP-hard problems are solvable in polynomial
time by dynamic programming on trees and “tree-like” graphs. This was famously captured
by Courcelle [9] in his theorem stating that any property definable in Monadic Second Order
(MSO) logic is decidable in linear time on graphs of bounded treewidth. Subsequently,
extensions to stronger logics and optimization versions were devised [3, 11] while still keeping
linear runtime.
However, several interesting problems do not admit anMSO description and are unlikely
to be solvable in linear time on graphs of bounded treewidth due to hardness results. In the
language of parameterized complexity, Courcelle’s theorem runs in fixed-parameter tractable
(FPT) time, that is, in time f(|ϕ|, τ)nO(1), where n is the number of vertices of the input
graph, τ its treewidth, ϕ is an MSO formula, and f is a computable function. On the other
hand, the “hard” (specifically, W[1]-hard) problems have algorithms running at best in XP
time ng(|ϕ|,τ), for some computable function g ∈ ω(1). This led to examination of extensions
of MSO which allow greater expressive power.
Another research direction was to improve the computational complexity of Courcelle’s
theorem, since the function f grows as an exponential tower in the quantifier depth of
the MSO formula. However, Frick and Grohe [18] proved that this is unavoidable un-
less P = NP which raises a question: is there a (simpler) graph class where MSO model
checking can be done in single-exponential (i.e., 2k
O(1)
) time? This was answered in the
affirmative by Lampis [31], who introduced graphs of bounded neighborhood diversity. The
classes of bounded treewidth and bounded neighborhood diversity are incomparable: for
example, paths have unbounded neighborhood diversity but bounded treewidth, and vice
versa for cliques. Bounded treewidth has become a standard parameter with many practi-
cal applications (cf. a survey [4]); bounded neighborhood diversity is of theoretical inter-
est [1, 2, 6, 16, 19, 21, 35] because it can be viewed as representing the simplest of dense
graphs.
Courcelle’s theorem proliferated into many fields. Originating among automata theo-
rists, it has since been reinterpreted in terms of finite model theory [34], database program-
ming [22], game theory [25] and linear programming [29].
1.1. Related work. For a recent survey of algorithmic metatheorems see e.g. Grohe et
al. [23].
Objective functions. A linear optimization version of Courcelle’s theorem was given
by Arnborg, Lagergren and Seese [3]. An extension to further objectives was given by
Courcelle and Mosbah [11]. Kolman, Lidicky´ and Sereni [30] introduce MSO with a fair
objective function (fairMSO) which, for a given MSO formula ϕ(F ) with a free edge set
variable F , minimizes the maximum degree in the subgraph given by F , and present an
XP algorithm. This is justified by the problem being W[1]-hard, as was later shown by
Masarˇ´ık and Toufar [35], who additionally give an FPT algorithm on graphs of bounded
neighborhood diversity for MSO1 and an FPT algorithm on graphs of bounded vertex cover
for MSO2. Those results were extended to graphs of bounded twin cover by Knop, Masarˇ´ık
and Toufar [26].
Extended logics. Along with MSO, Courcelle also considered counting MSO (cMSO)
where predicates of the form “|X| ≡ p mod q” are allowed, with the largest modulus q
constant. Szeider [38] introduced MSO with local cardinality constraints (MSO-LCC) and
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gave an XP algorithm deciding it on graphs of bounded treewidth. MSO-LCC can express
various problems, such as General Factor, Equitable r-Coloring or Minimum Max-
imum Outdegree, which are known to be W[1]-hard on graphs of bounded treewidth.
Ganian and Obdrzˇa´lek [20] study CardMSO, which is incomparable with MSO-LCC in its
expressive power; they give an FPT algorithm on graphs of bounded neighborhood diversity.
1.2. Our contribution. The contribution of the paper is twofold. First, we survey and
enrich the so far studied extensions of MSO logic – fairMSO, CardMSO, and MSO-LCC.
We do this in Section 2.1. Second, we study the parameterized complexity of the associated
model checking problem for various combinations of these MSO extensions. We completely
settle the parameterized complexity landscape for the model checking problems with respect
to the parameters treewidth and neighborhood diversity; for an overview of the complexity
landscape refer to Figures 1 and 2. We postpone formal definitions of logic extensions and
corresponding model checking to Subsection 2.1.
While both MSO-LCC and CardMSO express certain cardinality constraints, the con-
straints of CardMSO are inherently global and linear, yet the constraints of MSO-LCC
are local and non-linear. This leads us to introduce two more fragments and rename the
aforementioned ones: CardMSO becomes MSOG
lin
, MSO-LCC becomes MSOL and we addi-
tionally have MSOG, MSOL
lin
, MSOGL
lin
and MSOGL. By this we give a complete landscape for
all possible combinations of types of constraints: global/local and linear/non-linear.
In the following, we do not differentiate between the logics MSO1 (allowing quantifica-
tion over vertex sets) and MSO2 (additionally allowing quantification over edge sets); see a
detailed explanation in Subsection 2.1. For now, it suffices to say that our positive result
for graphs of bounded treewidth holds for the appropriate extension of MSO2, while all
remaining results (positive for graphs of bounded neighborhood diversity and negative for
graphs of bounded vertex cover number) hold for the appropriate extensions of MSO1.
For graphs of bounded treewidth we give an XP algorithm for the logic MSOGL, which
is a composition MSOG and MSOL and thus represents the most expressive fragment under
our consideration.
Theorem 1. MSOGL model checking is XP parameterized by tw(G) and |ϕ|.
This result is also significant in its proof technique. We connect a recent result of
Kolman, Koutecky´ and Tiwary [29] about the polytope of satisfying assignments with an
old result of Freuder [17] about the solvability of constraint satisfaction problem (CSP)
of bounded treewidth. This allows us to formulate the proof of Theorem 1 essentially as
providing a CSP instance with certain properties, surpassing the typical complexity of a
dynamic programming formulation. We also briefly discuss which problems can be modeled
using MSOGL, deriving the following as a consequence:
Corollary 2. Let G be a graph of treewidth τ and with n = |V (G)|.
The following problems have algorithms with runtime nf(τ): General Factor, Min-
imum Maximum Outdegree, Capacitated Dominating Set, Capacitated Vertex
Cover, Vector Dominating Set, Generalized Domination.
The following problems have algorithms with runtime nf(τ+k):
• Equitable k-Coloring, Equitable connected k-Partition, k-Balanced
Partitioning,
• Graph Motif, where k is the number of colors.
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Figure 1: MSO extensions. A partial order of MSO ex-
tensions considered. An arrow denotes generaliza-
tions; e.g., MSOLlin generalizes MSO and is gener-
alized by MSOGLlin . Green (dashed) line separates
logics whose model checking is FPT parameterized
by tw(G) (Courcelle [9]) from those whose model
checking isW[1]-hard (bothMSOLlin andMSO
G
lin cap-
ture the W[1]-hard Equitable r-Coloring prob-
lem). Orange (dotted) line separates logics whose
model checking is FPT parameterized by nd(G)
(Theorem 4) from those whose model checking is
W[1]-hard (Theorems 3 and 6). The model check-
ing of all logics below the red (dashed-dotted) line
is XP parameterized by both tw(G) (Theorem 1)
and nd(G) (Theorem 5).
Theorem 1 is complemented from the negative side by the following hardness result.
Theorem 3. MSOG model checking is W[1]-hard parameterized by vc(G) and |ϕ|, where
vc(G) is the vertex cover number of the input graph G.
For graphs of bounded neighborhood diversity we give two positive results; the logic
MSO
GL
lin is a composition of MSO
L
lin and MSO
G
lin.
Theorem 4. MSOGL
lin
model checking is FPT parameterized by nd(G) and |ϕ|.
Theorem 5. MSOGL model checking is XP parameterized by nd(G) and |ϕ|.
We complement the above results with another hardness result.
Theorem 6. MSOL model checking is W[1]-hard parameterized by vc (G).
Interestingly, our finding about hardness being caused by nonlinearity carries over to a
generalization of the Set Cover problem.
Multidemand Set Multicover
Input: Universe U = [k], set of multidemands D1, . . . ,Dk ⊆ [n], a covering system
F = {F1, . . . , Ff} ⊆ 2
U , an integer r ∈ N
Task: Find integer multiplicities m1 + · · · + mf = r such that for all i ∈ [k],
(
∑
j:ui∈Fj
mj) ∈ di.
We show that the (non)linearity of the multidemands is crucial. On one hand, we have
the following hardness.
Theorem 7. Multidemand Set Multicover is W[1]-hard parameterized by k, already
when |F| = k.
On the other hand, consider the Weighted Set Multicover problem. It is a
weighted variant of Multidemand Set Multicover where each multidemand di is the
interval [0, δi] for some δi ∈ N. Recently, Bredereck et al. [7] showed that this variant is
fixed-parameter tractable when parameterized by k, which has applications in computa-
tional social choice and elsewhere. Moreover, it is not difficult to see that even the more
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Figure 2: Complexity of various logic fragments generalizing MSO on graphs of bounded
vertex cover (vc), neighborhood diversity (nd) and treewidth (tw). Positive results
(FPT, XP) spread to the left and up. W[1]-hardness spreads to the right and
down. Green background (lighter gray in b-w print) stands for FPT fragments,
while orange (darker gray) stands for W[1]-hard. A cell represents a union of
studied fragments, i.e., the cell indexed by MSOG and MSOL corresponds to the
MSO
GL fragment.
general case when each di is a discrete interval is in FPT, by a small modification of the
approach of Bredereck et al.
2. Preliminaries
For two integers a, b we define a set [a, b] = {x ∈ Z | a ≤ x ≤ b}; we use [b] to denote the
set [1, b]. We write vectors in bold font, i.e., x ∈ Rn, and denote by xi, i ∈ [n], its i-th
coordinate.
For a vertex v ∈ V of a graph G = (V,E), we denote by NG(v) the set of neighbors of
v in G, that is, NG(v) = {u ∈ V | {u, v} ∈ E}; the subscript G is omitted when clear from
the context. For a rooted tree T , NT (v) denotes the down-neighborhood of v, i.e., the set
of descendants of v. For a graph G = (V,E) a set U ⊆ V is a vertex cover of G (denoted
vc(G)) if for every edge e ∈ E it holds that e ∩ U 6= ∅. For more graph theory notation cf.
the book of Matousˇek and Nesˇetrˇil [36].
2.1. MSO and its Extensions. Let us shortly introduce MSO over graphs. In first-order
logic (FO) we have variables for the elements (x, y, . . .), equality for variables, quantifiers ∀,∃
ranging over elements, and the standard Boolean connectives ¬,∧,∨, =⇒ . The monadic
second order logic (MSO) extends first order logic using so called monadic variables. Graph
MSO has the binary relational symbol edge(x, y) encoding edges, and traditionally comes
in two flavors, MSO1 and MSO2, differing by the objects we are allowed to quantify over:
in MSO1 these are the vertices and vertex sets, while in MSO2 we can additionally quantify
over edges and edge sets. For example, the 3-colorability property can be expressed in
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MSO1 as follows:
∃X1,X2,X3 [ ∀x (x ∈ X1 ∨ x ∈ X2 ∨ x ∈ X3)∧∧
i=1,2,3
∀x, y (x 6∈ Xi ∨ y 6∈ Xi ∨ ¬ edge(x, y)) ]
For a formula ϕ, we denote by |ϕ| the size of ϕ, that is, the number of symbols in a chosen
encoding of ϕ.
Regarding MSO1 and MSO2. Despite the fact that MSO2 is strictly stronger than MSO1
(hamiltonicity is expressible in MSO2 but not in MSO1 [34]), it is known [28] that on graphs
with bounded treewidth their power is equal by an argument we shall review below. We
will show that only a small change makes the argument works even for our extensions of
MSO.
We use standard notation for relational structures (cf. Libkin [34]): a σ-structure is
a tuple A =
(
A, {ci}, {Pi}
)
, where the set A is the universe, {ci} are constant symbols
(ci ∈ A) and {Pi} are finitely many relations, each of arity ri (Pi ⊆ A
ri). Then, a graph
G = (V,E) is typically modeled as a σ1-structure
(
V, ∅, {E}
)
. We can view G as a σ2-
structure A =
(
V ∪ E, ∅, {I, LV , LE}
)
, where I = {{v, e} | v ∈ e, e ∈ E} is a binary relation
representing incidence in G, and LV and LE are unary predicates distinguishing vertices
and edges; then, every MSO2 formula about G can be rewritten into an equivalent MSO1
formula about A. The crucial observation is that the treewidth of the structure A is equal
to the original graph structure [28].
Let us examine this observation more closely. The structure A is obtained from G
by subdividing every edge and labelling original vertices by LV and new vertices by LE.
We shall introduce local cardinality constraints, which require counting the number of both
incident edges and vertices – however, this is impossible in A, since two vertices u, v incident
in G are no longer incident in A; the global cardinality constraints pose no problems. What
we need is to reintroduce the edge uv into A; let us call the resulting structure A′.
Fortunatelly, we will show this does not increase treewidth by more than one. Observe
that we can equivalently view the process obtaining A′ as copying each edge e of G and
then subdividing one copy of e and letting the other as is. Then, if (T,B) is an optimal
tree decomposition of G, there must exist a node b with e ⊆ B(b). We can subdivide (T,B)
such that there is a distinct such node be for each edge e; then, for each edge e, we insert
the vertex obtained by subdividing e into B(be). This increases the treewidth of (T,B) by
one, and makes (T,B) a tree decomposition of A′.
For this reason, when considering graphs of bounded treewidth, we will focus on MSO1
formulae over σ2-structures (i.e., graphs with labels LV and LE), rather than working with
MSO2.
On bounded neighborhood diversity, MSO2 is strictly more powerful than MSO1; how-
ever model checking of an MSO2 formula already over a clique is not even in XP unless
E = NE [10, 32]. Thus, here too we restrict our attention to MSO1 and use MSO as a
shortcut for MSO1 from now on.
We consider two orthogonal ways to extend MSO logic. In what follows ϕ is a formula
with ℓ free set-variables.
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Global cardinality constraints. We introduce a new type of atomic formulae called global
cardinality constraints (global constraints for short). AnMSO formula with c global cardinal-
ity constraints contains ℓ-ary predicates R1, . . . , Rc where each predicate takes as argument
only the free variables of ϕ. The input to the model checking problem is a graph G = (V,E)
on n vertices and an implicit representation (see below) of a tuple (RG1 , . . . , R
G
c ), where
RGi ⊆ [n]
ℓ.
To define the semantics of the extension, it is enough to define the truth of the
newly introduced atomic formulae. A formula Ri(X1, . . . ,Xℓ) is true under an assign-
ment µ : {X1, . . . ,Xℓ} → 2
V if and only if (|µ(X1)|, . . . , |µ(Xℓ)|) ∈ R
G
i . We allow a rela-
tion RGi to be represented either as a linear constraint a1|X1| + · · · + am|Xm| ≤ b, where
(a1, . . . , am, b) ∈ R
m+1, or, much more generally, by an arbitrary algorithm A(RGi ) such
that A(RGi ) decides whether (|X1|, . . . , |Xℓ|) ∈ R
G
i in time n
O(1) for any tuple in [0, n]ℓ.
For example, suppose we want to satisfy a formula ϕ(X1,X2) with two sets for which
|X1| ≥ |X2|
2 holds. Then, we solve the MSOG model checking problem with a formula
ϕ′ := ϕ ∧ [|X1| ≥ |X2|
2], that is, we write the relation as a part of the formula, as this is a
more convenient way to think of the problem. However, formally the relation is a part of
the input, represented by the obvious algorithm computing |X2|
2, comparing it with |X1|,
and returning the result.
Local cardinality constraints. Local cardinality constraints are additional cardinality require-
ments such that every variable assignment has to satisfy the cardinality constraint for every
vertex and for every free variable. Specifically, we want to control the size of µ(Xi) ∩N(v)
for every v; we define a shorthand S(v) = S ∩N(v) for a subset S ⊆ V and vertex v. Local
cardinality constraints for a graph G = (V,E) on n vertices and a formula ϕ with ℓ free
variables are mappings α1, . . . , αℓ, where each αi is a mapping from V to 2
[n].
We say that an assignment µ obeys local cardinality constraints αi, . . . , αℓ if for every
i ∈ [ℓ] and every v ∈ V it holds that |µ(Xi)(v)| ∈ αi(v).
The logic that incorporates both of these extensions is denoted MSOGL. Let ϕ be an
MSO
GL formula with c global cardinality constraints. Then the MSOGL model checking
problem has input:
• graph G = (V,E) on n vertices,
• relations RG1 , . . . , R
G
c ⊆ [n]
ℓ, and,
• mappings α1, . . . , αℓ.
The task is to find an assignment µ that obeys local cardinality constraints and such that
ϕ is true under µ by the semantics defined above.
The MSOGL logic is very powerful and, as we later show, it does not admit an FPT
model checking algorithm neither for the parameterization by neighborhood diversity, nor
for the parameterization by treewidth. It is therefore relevant to consider the following
weakenings of the MSOGL logic:
MSO
G: Only global cardinality constraints are allowed.
MSO
L(originally MSO-LCC [38]): Only local cardinality constraints are allowed.
MSO
G
lin
(originally CardMSO [19]): The cardinality constraints can only be linear; that
is, we allow constraints in the form [e1 ≥ e2], where ei is linear expression over
|X1|, . . . , |Xℓ|.
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MSO
L
lin
: Only local cardinality constraints are allowed; furthermore every local cardi-
nality constraint αi must be of the form αi(v) = [l
v
i , u
v
i ], (i.e., an interval) where
lvi , u
v
i ∈ [n]. Those constraints are referred to as linear local cardinality constraints.
fairMSO: Further restriction of MSOLlin; now we only allow αi(v) = [u
v
i ].
MSO
GL
lin
: A combination of MSOL
lin
and MSOG
lin
; both local and global constraints are
allowed, but only in their linear variants.
The model checking problem for the considered fragments is defined in a natural way anal-
ogously to MSOGL model checking.
Pre-evaluations. Many techniques used for designing MSO model checking algorithms fail
when applied to MSO extensions. A common workaround is first transforming the given
MSO
GL formula into an MSO formula by fixing the truth values of all global constraints
to either true or false. Once we determine which variable assignments satisfy the trans-
formed MSO formula, we can by other means (e.g. integer linear programming or constraint
satisfaction) ensure that they obey the constraints imposed by fixing the values to true or
false. This approach was first used for CardMSO by Ganian and Obdrzˇa´lek [20]. We
formally describe this technique as pre-evaluations:
Definition 8 (Pre-evaluation). Let ϕ be an MSOGL formula. Denote by C(ϕ) the list of all
global constraints. A mapping β : C(ϕ)→ {true, false} is called a pre-evaluation function
on ϕ. The MSO formula obtained by replacing each global constraint ci ∈ C(ϕ) by β(ci) is
denoted by β(ϕ) and is referred to as a pre-evaluation of ϕ.
Definition 9 (Assignment and Pre-evaluation Compliance). A variable assignment µ of
an MSOGL formula ϕ complies with a pre-evaluation function β if every global constraint
ci ∈ C(ϕ) evaluates to β(ci) under the assignment µ.
2.2. Treewidth and Neighborhood Diversity.
Treewidth. For notions related to the treewidth of a graph and nice tree decompositions, in
most cases we stick to the standard terminology as given by Kloks [24]; the only deviation is
in the leaf nodes of the nice tree decomposition where we assume that the bags are empty.
Definition 10 (Tree decomposition, Treewidth). A tree decomposition of a graph G =
(V,E) is a pair (T,B), where T is a tree and B is a mapping B : V (T )→ 2V satisfying
• for any {u, v} ∈ E, there exists a ∈ V (T ) such that u, v ∈ B(a),
• if v ∈ B(a) and v ∈ B(b), then v ∈ B(c) for all c on the a-b path in T .
We call the vertices of the tree nodes and the sets B(a) we call bags.
The treewidth tw((T,B)) of a tree decomposition (T,B) is the size of the largest bag of
(T,B) minus one. A graph G has treewidth τ (tw(G) = τ) if its smallest tree decomposition
has size τ .
Observe that for every a graph G we have tw(G) ≤ vc(G), since it admits a tree
decomposition with T being a path P|G|−vc(G). In this decomposition we have (in any order)
bags of the form U ∪ {v} for each vertex v ∈ V \ U , where U is a vertex cover of G with
|U | = vc(G). It is easy to verify that the constructed decomposition is a tree decomposition
of G. Thus, treewidth is a more general structural graph parameter than vertex cover.
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Definition 11 (Nice tree decomposition). A nice tree decomposition is a tree decomposition
with T rooted and binary, where the root is denoted r and each node is one of the following
types:
• Leaf node: a leaf a of T with B(a) = ∅.
• Introduce node: an internal node a of T with one child b for which B(a) = B(b)∪{v}
for some v ∈ B(a); for short we write a = b ∗ (v)
• Forget node: an internal node a of T with one child b for which B(a) = B(b) \ {v}
for some v ∈ B(b); for short a = b † (v)
• Join node: an internal node a with two children b and c with B(a) = B(b) = B(c);
for short a = Λ(b, c).
For a vertex v ∈ V , we denote by top(v) the topmost node of a nice tree decomposition
that contains v in its bag. For any graph G on n vertices, a nice tree decomposition of G
with at most 8n nodes can be computed in time O(n) [5, 24].
Given a graph G = (V,E) and a subset of vertices V ′ = {v1, . . . , vd} ⊆ V , we denote
by G[V ′] the subgraph of G induced by V ′. Given a tree decomposition (T,B) and a node
a ∈ V (T ), we denote by Ta the subtree of T rooted in a, and by Ga the subgraph of G
induced by all vertices in bags of Ta, that is, Ga = G[
⋃
b∈V (Ta)
B(b)].
Neighborhood diversity. We say that two (distinct) vertices u, v are of the same neighborhood
type if they share their respective neighborhoods, that is when N(u) \ {v} = N(v) \ {u}. Let
G = (V,E) be a graph. We call a partition of vertices T = {T1, . . . , Tν} a neighborhood
decomposition if, for every i ∈ [ν], all vertices of Ti are of one neighborhood type.
Definition 12 (Neighborhood diversity [31]). A graph G = (V,E) has neighborhood diver-
sity ν (nd(G) = ν) if its unique minimal neighborhood decomposition is of size ν. Moreover,
this decomposition can be computed in linear time.
We call the sets T1, . . . , Tν types. Note that every type induces either a clique or an
independent set in G and two types are either joined by a complete bipartite graph or no
edge between vertices of the two types is present in G. Thus, we introduce the notion of
a type graph TT (G). The vertices of TT (G) are the types T1, . . . , Tν and two types Ti, Tj
are joined by an edge if Ti and Tj are joined by a complete bipartite graph in G. If the
decomposition T is clear from the context, we omit the subscript T .
Observe that for every a graph G = (V,E) we have nd(G) ≤ 2vc(G) + vc. Indeed, we
can construct a decomposition T witnessing this as follows. Let U be the vertex cover
of G with |U | = vc(G). We put singleton {u} to T for every u ∈ U and then we add
sets {v ∈ V \ U | NG(v) = X} to T for every X ⊆ U . It is easy to verify that T
is a neighborhood decomposition of G. Thus, neighborhood diversity is a more general
structural graph parameter than vertex cover, since the class of cliques has neighborhood
diversity 1 while unbounded size vertex cover.
3. Graphs of Bounded Neighborhood Diversity
For graphs of bounded neighborhood diversity we prove two negative results (Theorems 3
and 6) and two positive results (Theorems 4 and 5).
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3.1. Theorems 3 and 6: W[1]-hardness ofMSOL andMSOG. We begin with a definition
of an auxiliary problem:
Local Cardinality Constrained Subset (LCC Subset)
Input: Graph G = (V,E) with |V | = n and a function f : V → 2[0,n−1].
Task: Find a set U ⊆ V such that |U(v)| ∈ f(v) for each vertex v ∈ V .
Obviously LCC Subset is equivalent to MSOL with an empty formula ϕ. We call an LCC
Subset instance uniform if, on G with decomposition T , the demand function f can be
written as f : T → 2[0,n−1], that is, the vertices of the same type have the same demand
set. We show that already uniform LCC Subset is W[1]-hard by a reduction from the
W[1]-hard k-Multicolored Clique problem [12].
k-Multicolored Clique Parameter: k
Input: k-partite graph G = (V1∪˙ · · · ∪˙Vk, E), where Va is an independent set for
every a ∈ [k].
Task: Find a clique of size k.
We refer to a set Va as to a colorclass of G. Our proof is actually a simplified proof of
W[1]-hardness for the Target Set Selection problem [13].
Theorem 13. LCC Subset isW[1]-hard parameterized by the vertex cover number already
in the case when f(v) = {0} for all v not belonging to the vertex cover.
Proof. Let G = (V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vk, E) the instance graph for k-Multicolored Clique. We
naturally split the set of edges E into sets E{a,b} by which we denote the edges between
colorclasses Va and Vb. We may assume that all of the colorclasses are of the same size which
we denote n, and similarly for the number of edges between any two colorclasses which we
denote m. Fix N > n, say N = n2, and distinct a, b ∈ [k].
Description of the reduction. We numerate vertices in each color class Va for a ∈ [k] using
numbers in [n], that is, we fix a bijection µa : Va → [n] for each a ∈ [k]. We also numerate
the edges between color classes a and b by numbers in [m]. Let ε{a,b} : E{a,b} → [m] be the
numeration function for distinct a, b ∈ [k]. We set
Iab =
{
µa(v) +N · ε{a,b}(e) | v ∈ e, e ∈ E{a,b}
}
.
We build the graph using the following groups of vertices (refer to Figure 3):
• an independent set Sa of size n for each color class Va and set f(v) = {0} for every
v ∈ Sa,
• an independent set T{a,b} of size mN for each edge set E{a,b}, with f(v) = {0} for
every v ∈ T{a,b},
• a single vertex Mult{a,b} with f(Mult{a,b}) = {tN | t ∈ [m]}, and
• a single vertex Incab with f(Incab) = Iab.
Finally, we add complete bipartite graphs between Sa and Incab, between Incab and T{a,b},
and between T{a,b} and Mult{a,b}. Let H denote the resulting graph. It is straightforward
to check that the vertices Mult{a,b} together with vertices Incab form a vertex cover of H.
It follows that vc (H) =
(
k
2
)
+ k(k − 1). For an overview of the reduction please refer to
Figure 3.
Correctness of the reduction. Suppose there is a clique of size k in G with vertex set
{v1, . . . , vk}. We assume that vi ∈ Vi for all i ∈ [k]. We select µa(va) vertices in the set Sa
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n
Sa
0
1
Incab
Iab
mN
T{a,b}
0
1
Mult{a,b}
{tN | t ∈ [m]}
Figure 3: An overview of the decomposition of a gadget used in the proof of Theorem 13.
Numbers inside nodes denote the number of vertices in the independent set rep-
resented by the node. Below each node a description of the respective set of
admissible numbers is shown.
and N ·ε{a,b}({va, vb}) vertices in the set T{a,b} for all distinct a, b ∈ [k]. It is straightforward
to check that this is a solution respecting the demands in H.
Suppose there is a solution U respecting demands in H. First note that none of vertices
Mult{a,b}, Incab is selected as their neighborhood demands are set to 0. Denote sa = |U∩Sa|
and t{a,b} = |T{a,b} ∩U |. Now observe that since the demand of vertex Mult{a,b} is fulfilled,
there are t{a,b} = tN vertices for some t ∈ [m]. Let eab denote the edge in E{a,b} with
numeration ε{a,b}(eab) = t for each distinct a, b ∈ [k]. Let va denote the vertex in Va with
numeration µa(va) = sa for every a ∈ [k]. Since the demand of vertex Incab is fulfilled,
it follows that the vertex va must be incident to the edge eab. Symmetrically, since the
demand for the vertex Incba is fulfilled, we get that the vertex vb is incident to the edge eab.
Combining all of these together we infer that {v1, . . . , vk} defined in this way form a clique
in the graph G. This concludes the proof.
Note that Theorem 6 follows easily from Theorem 13 since the LCC Subset problem
is expressed by a an empty MSOLlin formula.
As we mentioned in the introduction, our hardness result has consequences for the
hardness of the Multideand Set Multicover problem.
Proof of Theorem 7. Given a uniform instance of LCC Subset on a graph G with nd(G) =
ν with every type being an independent set, let U = [ν], F = {N(v) | ∀v ∈ T (G)} and let
di = f(i). Then if there exists an r ∈ [n] such that (U,F , (d1, . . . , dν), r) is a Yes instance
of Multidemand Set Multicover, the given LCC Subset instance is a Yes instance,
and otherwise it is a No instance.
Having showed the hardness of MSOL parameterized by nd(G), let us now turn our
attention to the proof of Theorem 3, i.e., hardness of MSOG parameterized by nd(G).
Proof of Theorem 3. Let (G = (V,E), f, k) be an instance of the LCC Subset problem
parameterized by the vertex cover number resulting from Theorem 13. Let C ⊆ V be the
vertex cover in G. Note that it follows from the proof of Theorem 13 that we may assume
that the independent set V \ C is divided into O(k) groups, where each group shares the
neighborhood in C. Observe further that indeed the graph G is bipartite (i.e., the set C is
also an independent set), in particular, the largest clique subgraph of G is of size 2.
By Theorem 13 we know that it is W[1]-hard to find a subset X ⊆ V \ C such that
|X(v)| ∈ f(v) for all v ∈ C. Our goal now is to build an MSOG formula expressing exactly
this.
First we take G and construct a graph G′ by, for each v ∈ C, attaching a K2+η(v) to
N(v), where η : C → [k] is a bijective mapping. We will call the clique K2+η(v) a marker
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because it will allow us to recognize exactly the vertices of N(v). Note that markers are
the only cliques present in G′ of size at least 3. Note further that by this we have added
O(k) cliques of size O(k) and thus the resulting graph has vertex cover of size O(k2).
Let us describe some auxiliary formulae which we then use to define the desired for-
mula ϕ. We reserve X for the set that will represent the set X from the LCC Subset
problem.
• Z is a clique:
clique(Z) := (∀x, y ∈ Z)(x 6= y =⇒ xy ∈ E)
• u and v are of the same neighborhood type:
same(u, v) := (∀w ∈ V )(w = u ∨ w = v ∨ (wu ∈ E ⇐⇒ wv ∈ E))
• Z is a type:
type(Z) := (Z 6= ∅) ∧ (∀u, v ∈ Z)(same(u, v)) ∧ (∀u ∈ Z, v /∈ Z)(¬same(u, v))
• Z is η(v)-th marker:
markerv(Z) := (|Z| = 2 + η(v)) ∧ clique(Z) ∧ type(Z)
• Z is N(v):
neighv(Z) := type(Z) ∧ (∃Q ⊆ V )(markerv(Q) ∧ (∀u ∈ Z,w ∈ Q)(uw ∈ E))
• Z is exactly Xv:
sel-neighv(Z,X) := (∃Zv)(neighv(Zv) ∧ Z = Zv ∩X)
Now ϕ(X, (Xv)v∈C ) :=
∧
v∈C
(
sel-neighv(Xv ,X) ∧ |Xv| ∈ f(v)
)
.
3.2. Theorem 4: FPT algorithm for MSOGL
lin
on neighborhood diversity. Essentially,
we are modifying the algorithm of Ganian and Obdrzˇa´lek [20] for MSOG
lin
model checking
so that it can deal with the additional constraints introduced by MSOL
lin
. We use integer
linear programming (ILP). By the result of Lenstra [33] ILP can be solved in FPT-time
parameterized by the number of integral variables.
3.2.1. Signatures and Shapes. Before we move on to proving Theorem 4 we first need to
introduce some notation.
Definition 14. Let ϕ be anMSOG
lin
formula with free set variablesX1, . . . ,Xℓ, letG = (V,E)
be a graph with nd(G) = ν and types T1, . . . , Tν , and let µ : {X1, . . . ,Xℓ} → 2
V be a variable
assignment. The signature of µ is a mapping from Sµ : [ν]× 2
[ℓ] → N defined by
Sµ(j, I) =
∣∣∣∣∣
⋂
i∈I
µ(Xi) ∩ Tj
∣∣∣∣∣ .
Clearly, if we have two variable assignments µ, µ′ with the same signature, then G,µ |= ϕ
if and only if G,µ′ |= ϕ.
However, for MSO formulae and graphs of bounded neighborhood diversity, much more
is true. Informally speaking, the formula cannot distinguish between two cardinalities if both
of them are large. This is formally stated in the next lemma, which is a direct consequence
of [31, Lemma 5]:
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Lemma 15. Let ϕ be an MSO formula with free set variables X1, . . . ,Xℓ that has qS set
quantifiers and qe element quantifiers. Let G be a graph with nd(G) = ν. Denote by t the
number 2qS · qe. Suppose that µ, µ
′ are two variable assignments such that for every I ⊆ [ℓ],
j ∈ [ν] we have either
• Sµ(j, I) = Sµ′(j, I), or
• both Sµ(j, I), Sµ′ (j, I) > t.
Then G,µ |= ϕ if and only if G,µ′ |= ϕ.
The last lemma leads to the following definition.
Definition 16 (Shape). Let ϕ, G and t be as before. A shape of a variable assignment µ
is a mapping shµ : [ν]× 2
[ℓ] → [0, t] ∪ {↑} defined by
shµ(j, I) =
{
Sµ(j, I) if Sµ(j, I) ≤ t
↑ if Sµ(j, I) > t
Since t depends only on the formula ϕ, the total number of shapes can be bounded by
some function of |ϕ| and nd(G). Note that there are mappings from [ν]× 2[ℓ] to [0, t] ∪ {↑}
that do not correspond to shape of any variable assignment µ for a particular graph G. For
example, if sh(j, I) = ↑ for some j and I but |Tj | < t, clearly there is no assignment of
shape sh.
However, Lemma 15 cannot be used directly, as the global linear constraints allow us to
distinguish small differences in cardinalities, even if the cardinalities are large; consider for
example the constraint [|X1| = |X2|+ 1]. We use the approach outlined in Subsection 2.1,
Pre-evaluations. This approach relies on Definitions 8 and 9. We simply guess all possible
outcomes of the cardinality constraints (the number of such outcomes is clearly bounded
by 2|ϕ|) and later ensure that our assignment obeys those constraints by an Integer Linear
Program.
Definition 17. A shape sh is admissible with respect to a pre-evaluation β if for any
variable assignment µ of the shape sh we have G,µ |= β(ϕ).
3.2.2. Unifying Local Linear Constraints. Here we show how to change the local linear
constraints and the neighborhood diversity decomposition in a way such that
• the new instance is equivalent to the former one,
• the size of the new decomposition is bounded in terms of nd(G) and |ϕ|
• vertices of the same type also have exactly the same local linear constraints.
This, in turn, allows us to prove the main theorem in a much simpler setting.
Let G be a graph G and T its neighborhood diversity decomposition. A type T ∈ T
is said to be nonuniform with respect to local linear cardinality constraints α if there exist
vertices u, v ∈ T with α(u) 6= α(v), otherwise T is said to be uniform. As already mentioned,
the purpose of this section is to alter the given instance into an equivalent uniform one. In
order to to be able to do so we have to change the neighborhood diversity decomposition
(i.e., the type graph). A neighborhood diversity decomposition Tˆ is a refinement of T if for
every Tˆ ∈ Tˆ there exists a type T ∈ T such that Tˆ ⊆ T . We define να(T ) as the number
of nonuniform types in T with respect to α.
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Proposition 18. Let G = (V,E) be a graph and let T be a neighborhood diversity decom-
position. For every T ∈ T and for every X ⊆ V there exists a nonnegative integer z such
that for every vertex w ∈ T
• it holds that |X(w)| = z if T is an independent set and
• it holds that |X(w)| ∈ {z, z + 1} if T is a clique.
Proof. First assume that T is an independent set, then N(v) = N(w) for all v,w ∈ T .
For the second case assume that T is a clique and let M = N(v) \ {w}. Now N(v) =
M ∪ {w} and N(w) = M ∪ {v} and as the number |M ∩X| contributes to both v and w,∣∣|X(v)| − |X(w)|∣∣ ≤ 1 must hold.
Now we show how to refine the neighborhood diversity decomposition with respect to
one local linear cardinality constraint.
Lemma 19. Given a graph G = (V,E), neighborhood diversity decomposition T of G, and
local linear cardinality constraints α. Let T ∈ T be a nonuniform type of G. There exists
partition T ′ of T and local linear cardinality constraints α′ such that the following holds
(1) |T ′| ≤ 4,
(2) να′((T \ {T}) ∪ T
′) < να(T ), and
(3) for each X ⊆ V , X satisfies α if and only if X satisfies α′.
Proof. Let us first argue about an independent type T . In this case it suffices to set α′(u) =⋂
v∈T α(v) for each u ∈ T . Now X ⊆ V satisfies α if and only if X satisfies α
′ as the value
|N(T )∩X| has to be the same for all vertices of T and thus has to be in α′(v) for v ∈ T by
Proposition 18.
Let T be a clique type of T . We define
l = max
v∈T
minα(v) , and (3.1)
u = min
v∈T
maxα(v) . (3.2)
If u ≤ l − 2, then α cannot be satisfied by Proposition 18. Denote the new local linear
constraints α′(v) = α(v)∩ [l− 1, u+1] for v ∈ T and define α′(v) = α(v) for v ∈ V \T . We
get that:
• α′(v) ⊆ [l− 1, u + 1] for each v ∈ T and
• [l, u] ⊆ α′(v) for each v ∈ T .
This yields at most 4 possibilities for α′(v). We can refine T into at most 4 subtypes such
that all the vertices of a subtype of T have the same α′(v). As all newly introduced types
are uniform we have replaced a nonuniform type T with at most 4 uniform types. We have
proven (1) and (2); in order to prove (3) we use the following claim.
Clearly, all subtypes are uniform with respect to α′ and for each X ⊆ V it holds that
if X satisfies α′ than X satisfies α, since α′(v) ⊆ α(v) for every vertex v.
Claim 20. Let p ∈ [n] and let l be defined as in (3.1). If there exists v ∈ T such that the
following conditions are fulfilled
• p ∈ α(v) and
• p ≤ l− 2.
For each X satisfying α it holds that p 6= |X(v)|.
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Proof. Let z be as in Proposition 18, that is, each w ∈ T must have z or z + 1 in α(w).
Suppose for contradiction that |X(v)| = p and let s be a vertex with α(s) ⊆ {l, . . .} (such
s exists from the definition of l). As p ≤ l − 2 it follows that X cannot satisfy α(s).
There are two possible options {p− 1, p} and {p, p+ 1} from Proposition 18. Observe that
{p− 1, p, p + 1} ∩ α(s) = ∅. This finishes the proof of the claim.
Let X ⊆ V satisfy α otherwise there is nothing to prove. By the above claim and its
symmetric version for p ≥ u + 2 it follows that l− 1 ≤ X(v) ≤ u + 1. By the definition of
α′ it follows that X satisfies α′.
We now apply the above lemma to all local cardinality constraints in the given instance.
Lemma 21. Given a graph G = (V,E) with nd(G) = ν and with local linear cardinality
constraints αi for each i ∈ [ℓ], there exists a neighborhood decomposition T of G of size at
most ν4ℓ and local linear cardinality constraints α′i for each i ∈ [ℓ] such that:
• the constraints α′i, for all i ∈ [ℓ], are uniform with respect to T , and,
• for each (X1, . . . ,Xℓ) ⊆ V
ℓ, Xi satisfies αi for all i ∈ [ℓ] if and only if Xi satisfies α
′
i
for all i ∈ [ℓ].
Proof. The proof goes by repeatedly applying Lemma 19. We start with the neighborhood
decomposition T of size ν that is guaranteed by nd(G) = ν, and with the local linear
cardinality constraints αi.
First let i = 1, and go sequentially over the types T1, . . . , Tν . Apply Lemma 19 to the
presently processed type Tj and the local linear cardinality constraint α
′
1 and decomposition
T ′ resulting from the previous application of the lemma, using α1 and T in the beginning.
Clearly, after we are done we have a neighborhood decomposition T ′ of size at most 4ν and
local linear cardinality constraints α′1 which are uniform with respect to T
′.
Then, continuing with i ∈ [2, ℓ], we do the same, finally resulting in a decomposition
T ′′ of size ν4ℓ and local linear cardinality constraints α′′1 , . . . , α
′′
ℓ which are uniform with
respect to T ′′, as desired.
Uniform Instance. Let G be a graph and let αi for i ∈ [ℓ] be a collection of local cardinality
constraints. For a given neighborhood diversity decomposition T we say that αi are uniform
if ναi(T ) = 0 for all T ∈ T and i ∈ [ℓ].
3.2.3. Uniform Instance Theorem.
Theorem 22. There exists an algorithm that, given an MSOGLlin formula ϕ with free set
variables X1, . . . ,Xℓ, a graph G = (V,E) with neighborhood diversity decomposition T ,
and uniform local linear constraints αi(v), outputs an assignment µ such that G,µ |= ϕ
and |µ(Xi)(v)| ∈ αi(v) for every v ∈ V and every i ∈ [ℓ]. The algorithm terminates in time
f(|ϕ|, ν)nO(1) for some computable function f .
Proof. Let ν denote the size of T .
The algorithm runs as follows. For every pre-evaluation function β and every mapping
sh : [ν]×2[ℓ] → [0, t]∪{↑}, we test whether sh is admissible. This can be done by picking an
arbitrary variable assignment µ of shape sh (if there exists such an assignment) and testing
whether G,µ |= β(ϕ) by an FPT model checking algorithm for MSO formulae [31].
If the shape sh is admissible with respect to β, we need to find a variable assignment
µ such that
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• µ complies with β,
• µ has shape sh, and
• µ satisfies the local linear constraints.
This is done by the following integer linear program. We begin the description of the integer
linear program with a description of all its variables:
• for every I ⊆ [ℓ], j ∈ [ν], we introduce an integer variable xjI (these correspond to
Sµ(j, I) of the variable assignment µ we are about to find),
• for every i ∈ [ℓ], j ∈ [ν], we introduce an auxiliary variable yji corresponding to
|µ(Xi)| ∩ Tj |, and
• for every i ∈ [ℓ], we add an auxiliary variable zi corresponding to |µ(Xi) (technically
variables yji and zi are redundant as they are projections of the x variables, but they
will simplify the presentation).
We note that all auxiliary variables can be assumed to be integral without contributing to
the number of integral variables. To ensure that µ has the required properties, we add these
constraints:∑
I⊆[ℓ]
xjI = |Tj | for every j ∈ [ν] (0)
yji =
∑
I⊆[ℓ]:
i∈I
xjI for every j ∈ [ν] and every i ∈ [ℓ] (a1)
zi =
ν∑
j=1
yji for every i ∈ [ℓ] (a2)
xjI = sh(I, j) for every j ∈ [ν], I ⊆ [ℓ] such that sh(I, j) 6= ↑ (sh1)
xjI > t for every j ∈ [ν], I ⊆ [ℓ] such that sh(I, j) = ↑ (sh2)
The constraints (0) ensure that variables xjI encode a variable assignment for the graph G.
The constraints (a1) and (a2) set auxiliary variables yji and zi to the desired values. The
constraints (sh1) and (sh2) guarantee that µ has the shape sh.
We for convenience denote the i-th linear cardinality constraint for type Tj by αi,j and
furthermore we set lbij := minαi,j and ub
i
j := maxαi,j.
If Tj is an independent type, we need to ensure that for every v ∈ Tj we have
|µ(Xi)(v)| ∈ αi,j(v). It is easy to see that the quantity |µ(Xi)(v)| is the same for every
v ∈ Tj and it can be expressed as ∑
j′:{j′,j}∈E(TG)
∣∣µ(Xi) ∩ Tj′∣∣ .
By the definition of auxiliary variables yjI , we have |µ(Xi) ∩ Tj′ | = y
j′
i , so the local linear
condition for the variable Xi can be rewritten as
lbij ≤
∑
j′:{j′,j}∈E(TG)
yji ≤ ub
i
j . (lli)
If Tj is a clique type, we have to be slightly more careful, since the quantity |µ(Xi)(v)|
depends on whether v lies in µ(Xi) or not. The set N(v) does not include v itself, so if
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|µ(Xi)(v
′)| = |µ(Xi)(v)| + 1 for every v ∈ Tj ∩ µ(Xi), then v
′ ∈ Tj \ µ(Xi). Similarly as
before, we have equations
|µ(Xi)(v)| =

 ∑
j′:{j′,j}∈E(TG)
∣∣µ(Xi) ∩ Tj′∣∣

− 1
for v ∈ Tj ∩ µ(Xi), and
|µ(Xi)(v)| =
∑
j′:{j′,j}∈E(TG)
∣∣µ(Xi) ∩ Tj′∣∣
for v ∈ Tj \ µ(Xi).
This means that we need to add the constraint
lbij ≤
∑
j′:{j′,j}∈E(TG)
yj
′
i ≤ ub
i
j (llc1)
if |µ(Xi) ∩ Tj| ≥ 1 and add the constraint
lbij ≤
∑
j′:{j′,j}∈E(TG)
yj
′
i − 1 ≤ ub
i
j (llc2)
if |Tj \ µ(Xi)| ≥ 1.
Fortunately, we can deduce whether the conditions |µ(Xi) ∩ Tj| ≥ 1 or |Tj \ µ(Xi)| ≥ 1
hold from the shape sh. If we have∑
I : I∋i
sh(I, j) > 0, (∀i ∈ [ℓ]) (sh1)
then µ(Xi) necessarily intersect Tj, whereas if we have∑
I : I 6∋i
sh(I, j) > 0, (∀i ∈ [ℓ]) (sh2)
then there exists vertex in Tj \Xi.
This means that the local linear constraints for type Tj and variable Xi can be enforced
by adding constraint (llc1) if (sh1) holds, and by adding constraint (llc2) if (sh2) holds.
Let us turn our attention to the analysis of the running time of the algorithm. There
are at most
• (t+ 2)ν different shapes and
• 2|ϕ| pre-evaluation functions.
Since t depends only on the number of quantifiers in the formula ϕ, both numbers can
be bounded by a function of |ϕ| and ν. For each such combination of a shape and a pre-
evaluation, we construct an ILP with ν2ℓ integer variables, so this ILP can be solved in
time FPT time with respect to |ϕ| and ν by the aforementioned result of Lenstra [33].
Proof of Theorem 4. The theorem is a simple consequence of Theorem 22 and Lemma 21.
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3.3. Theorem 5: XP algorithm for MSOGL. The main idea behind the proof of The-
orem 5 is as follows. We use the advantage of XP time to guess all sizes bTI of the sets
T ∩
⋂
i∈I Xi for every type T ∈ T and every I ⊆ [ℓ]. Clearly, the number of possible as-
signments of bTI can be upper-bounded by n
ν2ℓ . This immediately allows us to verify global
constraints and in particular ϕ. Note that at this point this is possible since the vertices in
T are equivalent with respect to MSO logic and thus the MSO-model-checking algorithm
of Lampis [32] can be used to verify ϕ on the (now labeled) graph G. If ϕ is satisfied, we
proceed in a similar way as in the proof of Theorem 4. Now, we have to check whether
there exists an assignment µ that obeys all local cardinality constraints for each vertex in
G. Observe that this can be done locally, as the only thing that matters in the neighboring
types is the number of vertices in the sets X1, . . . ,Xℓ (especially it is independent of the ac-
tually selected vertices). This however, results in a computation of lower- and upper-bounds
on bTI in a similar but simpler way to Lemma 19. Finally, if all b
T
I fulfill both lower- and
upper-bounds, we have found an assignment µ that on the one hand satisfies ϕ (and thus
the global constraints) and on the other hand satisfies all the local cardinality constraints.
If such bTI ’s do not exist it is impossible to simultaneously satisfy the local and the global
cardinality constraints.
3.3.1. Extended Numerical Assignments. Fix a formula ϕ with ℓ free variables X1, . . . ,Xℓ.
Let G = (V,E) be a graph and let T be its neighborhood diversity decomposition. The
extended numerical assignment is a function σ : 2{X1,...,Xℓ} × T → [|G|]. We say that σ is
valid for G and T if ∑
I∈2{X1,...,Xℓ}
σ(I, T ) ≤ |T |
for each type T ∈ T . The crucial thing is that extended numerical assignment plays the
same role for the purpose of a design of the XP algorithm as pre-evaluations for the FPT
algorithm presented in Section 3.2. We formalize this by showing that knowing σ it is
possible to decide whether ϕ holds for G or not. Before we do so, we have to introduce one
more formalism. We say that an assignment µ : {X1, . . . ,Xℓ} → 2
V is a realisation of a
valid extended numerical assignment σ if∣∣∣∣∣
(⋂
i∈I
Xi
)
∩ T
∣∣∣∣∣ = σ(I, T )
for every I ⊆ {X1, . . . ,Xℓ} and every type T ∈ T .
Lemma 23. Fix a formula ϕ with ℓ free variables X1, . . . ,Xℓ. Let G be a graph, let T be its
neighborhood diversity decomposition, and let σ be a valid extended numerical assignment.
Then either each realization µ of σ satisfies ϕ or no realization of σ satisfies ϕ.
Proof. Let assignment µ, µ′ be realizations of σ. We will show that G,µ |= ϕ if and only if
G,µ′ |= ϕ. This is not hard to see. Note that the global cardinality constraints R1, . . . , Rc
contained in ϕ depend solely on the number of vertices contained in some Xi’s and some
types of T which is, however, prescribed by σ and thus both µ, µ′ have to agree on this.
Now, it is possible to evaluate the validity of all of the constraints R1, . . . , Rc and (as in
the case of pre-evaluations) replace them by the constants true or false in ϕ yielding a
simplified formula ϕ˜. The lemma now follows from the fact that ϕ˜ is a MSO formula and
both µ, µ′ yield the same labeled graph.
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By this we have shown that it makes sense to write G,σ |= ϕ. Observe that there are
at most |G||T |·2
ℓ
(valid) extended numerical assignments for G.
3.3.2. Satisfying Local Cardinality Constraints. Fix a valid extended numerical assignment
σ with G,σ |= ϕ. It follows from Lemma 23 that if G,σ |= ϕ, then there is at least one
assignment µ realising σ. Now, we would like to resolve whether among all of the possible
realizations of σ there is at least one realization that obeys the local cardinality constraints
α1, . . . , αℓ.
Fix a type T ∈ T and define the function s : {1, . . . , ℓ} → N by
s(i) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
S∈T :{S,T}∈E(TG)
(S ∩Xi)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
Recall that if T is a clique in G, it has a loop in the corresponding typegraph TG. Now,
following Proposition 18 we say that α1, . . . , αℓ are possibly satisfied by σ if
• s(i) ∈ αi(v) for all i ∈ [ℓ] and v ∈ T , where T is an independent set in G and
• {s(i)− 1, s(i)} ∩ αi(v) = ∅ for all i ∈ [ℓ] and v ∈ T , where T is a clique in G.
Observe that if T is an independent set in G and α1, . . . , αℓ are possibly satisfied by σ, then
every assignment µ realizing σ fulfills α1, . . . , αℓ for every vertex in T . This is, however,
not true when T is a clique in G. In this case we let t+i be the number of vertices in T
with {s(i) − 1, s(i)} ∩ αi(v) = {s(i) − 1}, we let t
−
i be the number of vertices in T with
{s(i)−1, s(i)}∩αi(v) = {s(i)}, and we let t
±
i be |T |− (t
+
i + t
−
i ). Note that t
+
i is the number
of vertices in T that must belong to Xi, t
−
i is the number of vertices in T that cannot belong
to Xi, and t
±
i is the number of vertices in T that may or may not belong to Xi (again this
directly follows from Proposition 18). Thus, we arrive at the following claim.
Lemma 24. If α1, . . . , αℓ are possibly satisfied by σ and for each type T ∈ T forming a
clique in G we have
t+i ≤ s(i) ≤ t
+
i + t
±
i ,
then there is an assignment µ realizing σ and fulfilling all of α1, . . . , αℓ.
Proof of Theorem 5. There are |G|ν·2
ℓ
possible (valid) extended numerical assignments for
G. We loop through all of them and for each such σ we
(1) check if G,σ |= ϕ,
(2) check if σ possibly satisfies α1, . . . , αℓ, and
(3) verify the conditions given in Lemma 24.
If all three of the above conditions are satisfied, we accept σ and say Yes, otherwise we
reject σ and proceed to next σ. If there is no σ left, we say No. It is not hard to see that
the above procedure takes O(n · nν·2
ℓ
) time and can be simply extended so that it actually
returns the sought assignment µ in the same time.
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4. Theorem 1: XP algorithm for MSOGL on bounded treewidth
We believe that the merit of Theorem 1 lies not only in being a very general tractability
result, but also in showcasing a simplified way to prove a metatheorem extending MSO.
Our main tool is the constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). The key technical result of this
section is Theorem 30, which relates MSO and CSP on graphs of bounded treewidth. Let
us shortly describe it.
Notice that in the MSOGL model checking problem, we wish to find a satisfying as-
signment of some formula ϕ which satisfies further constraints. Simply put, Theorem 30
says that it is possible to restrict the set of satisfying assignments of a formula ϕ ∈ MSO1
with CSP constraints under the condition that these additional constraints are structured
along the tree decomposition of G. This allows the proof of Theorem 1 to simply be a CSP
formulation satisfying this property.
We believe that the key advantage of our approach, when compared with prior work, is
that it is declarative: it only states what a solution looks like, but does not describe how it
is computed. This makes the proof cleaner, and possible extensions easier.
We consider a natural optimization version of MSOGL:
Weighted MSOGL
Input: An MSOGL model checking instance, weights w1, . . . ,wℓ ∈ Zn.
Task: Find an assignment X1, . . . ,Xℓ satisfying theMSO
GL model checking instance
and minimizing
∑ℓ
j=1
∑
v∈Xj
wjv.
4.1. CSP, MSO and treewidth.
Definition 25 (CSP). An instance I = (V,D,H,S) of CSP consists of
• a set of variables zv, one for each v ∈ V ; without loss of generality we assume that
V = [|V |],
• a set D of finite domains Dv ⊆ Z, one for each v ∈ V ,
• a set of hard constraints H ⊆ {CU | U ⊆ V } where each hard constraint CU ∈ H with
a scope U = {i1, . . . , ik} and i1 < · · · < ik, is a |U |-ary relation CU ⊆ Di1×· · ·×Dik ,
• a set of weighted soft constraints S ⊆ {wU | U ⊆ V } where each wU ∈ S with a
scope U = {i1, . . . , ik} and i1 < · · · < ik is a function wU : Di1 × · · · ×Dik → R.
For a vector z = (z1, . . . , z|V |) and a set U = {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ V with i1 < · · · < ik, we define
the projection of z on U as z|U = (zi1 , . . . , zik). A vector z ∈ Z
|V | satisfies the hard
constraint CU ∈ H if and only if z|U ∈ CU . We say that a vector z
⋆ = (z⋆1 , . . . , z
⋆
|V |) is
a feasible assignment for I if z⋆ ∈ D1 × · · · ×D|V | and z
⋆ satisfies every hard constraint
C ∈ H, and write Feas(I) = {z⋆ | z⋆ is a feasible assignment for I}. The weight of z⋆ is
w(z⋆) =
∑
wU∈S
wU (z
⋆|U ). We denote by DI the maximum size of all domains, that is,
DI = maxu∈V |Du|, and we omit the subscript I if the instance is clear from the context.
We denote by ‖D‖, ‖H‖ and ‖S‖ the length of D, H and S, respectively, and define it as
‖D‖ =
∑
v∈V |Dv|, ‖H‖ =
∑
CU∈H
|CU | and ‖S‖ =
∑
wU
|wU |; here |wU | denotes the size of
the subset of Di1 × · · · ×Dik for which the function wU is nonzero.
Definition 26 (Constraint graph, Treewidth of CSP). For a CSP instance I = (V,D,H,S)
we define the constraint graph G(I) of I as G = (V,E) where
E = {{u, v} | (∃CU ∈ H) ∨ (∃wU ∈ S) s.t. {u, v} ⊆ U} .
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The treewidth of a CSP instance I, tw(I), is defined as tw(G(I)). When we talk about G(I)
we use the terms “variable” and “vertex” interchangeably.
Freuder [17] proved that CSPs of bounded treewidth can be solved quickly. We use a
natural weighted version of this result.
Proposition 27 ([17]). For a CSP instance I of treewidth τ and maximum domain size D,
a minimum weight solution can be found in time O(Dτ |V |+ ‖H‖+ ‖S‖).
Modeling after the terminology regarding extended formulations of polytopes [8], we
introduce the notion of a CSP extension.
Definition 28 (CSP extension). Let I = (VI ,DI ,HI ,SI) be a CSP instance. We say
that J = (VJ ,DJ ,HJ ,SJ) is an extension of I (or that J extends I) if VI ⊆ VJ and
Feas(I) = {z⋆|VI | z
⋆ ∈ Feas(J)}.
By Proposition 27, we can solve CSP instances of small treewidth efficiently. Our
motivation for introducing CSP extensions is that we are able to formulate a CSP instance
I expressing what we need, but having large treewidth. However, if an extension J of I
exists with small treewidth, solving J instead suffices.
Let ϕ be an MSO1 formula with ℓ free variables and let G be a graph on n vertices.
We say that a binary vector y ∈ {0, 1}nℓ satisfies ϕ (G,y |= ϕ) if it is a characteristic
vector of a satisfying assignment, that is, if v ∈ Xi ⇔ y
i
v = 1 and G |= ϕ(X1, . . . ,Xℓ). For
a vector s, let the support of s be supp(s) = {i | si 6= 0}, that is, the set of its nonzero
indices. The following definition characterizes sets which are structured along a given tree
decomposition of a graph. The subsequent theorem then shows that, provided a CSP model
whose constraints are structured in this way along a tree decomposition of G, there exists
a compact and tree-structured CSP extension.
Definition 29 (Local scope property). Let m, ℓ ∈ N, G be a σ2-structure representing a
graph, (T,B) be its nice tree decomposition, and S be a set of vectors of elements indexed
by V (G) × [m] and V (T )× [ℓ]. We say that S has the local scope property if
∀s ∈ S ∃a ∈ V (T ) : supp(s) ⊆
(
{(v, i) | v ∈ B(a), i ∈ [m]} ∪
{(b, j) | b ∈ NT (a), j ∈ [ℓ]}
)
.
The heart of our proof of Theorem 1 is the following theorem.
Theorem 30. Let I = (V,D,H,S) be a CSP instance such that there exists a σ2-structure
G representing a graph, an MSO1 formula ϕ with ℓ free variables, a nice tree decomposition
(T,B) of G of width τ , and an integer k ∈ N, so that V and H satisfy
V = {yiv | v ∈ V (G), i ∈ [ℓ]} ∪ {x
j
a | a ∈ V (T ), j ∈ [k]} and H = {y | G,y |= ϕ} ∪ H
′.
IfH′∪S have the local scope property, then there exists a CSP instance J = (VJ ,DJ ,HJ ,SJ)
which extends I, and,
• tw(J) ≤ f(|ϕ|, τ) + 2k,
• ‖HJ‖+ ‖SJ‖ ≤ f(|ϕ|, τ) · |V |+ (‖H
′‖+ ‖S‖),
• DJ = DI .
Before giving the proof, we will show how it Theorem 30 implies Theorem 1.
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4.2. CSP instance construction.
Proof of Theorem 1. As before, we first note that there are at most 2|ϕ| different pre-
evaluations β(ϕ) of ϕ, so we can try each and choose the best result. Let a pre-evaluation
β(ϕ) be fixed from now on.
Let (T,B) be a nice tree decomposition of G. We will now construct a CSP instance I
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 30, which will give us its extension J with properties
suitable for applying Freuder’s algorithm (Proposition 27).
Let yiv be the variables as described above in Theorem 30; we use the constraint G,y |=
β(ϕ) to enforce that each feasible solution complies with the pre-evaluation β(ϕ). Now
we will introduce additional CSP variables and constraints in two ways to assure that
the local and global cardinality constraints are satisfied. Observe that we introduce the
additional CSP variables and constraints in such a way that they have the local scope
property (Definition 29), that is, their scopes will always be limited to the neighborhood of
some node a ∈ V (T ).
Global cardinality constraints. In addition to the original y variables, we introduce, for each
node a ∈ T and each j ∈ [ℓ], a variable sja with domain [n]. We refer to the set of these
variables as to s-variables. The meaning of this variable is sja = |Xj ∩ V (Ga)|. Thus, in the
root node r, sjr is exactly |Xj |. To enforce the desired meaning of the variables s, we add
the following hard constraints:
sja = 0 ∀ leaves a
sja = s
j
b + y
j
v ∀a = b ∗ (v)
sja = s
j
b ∀a = b † (v)
sja = s
j
b + s
j
b′ −
∑
v∈B(a)
yjv ∀a = Λ(b, b
′)
To enforce the cardinality constraints themselves, we add:
(s1r, . . . , s
ℓ
r) ∈ R ∀R : β(R) = true
(s1r, . . . , s
ℓ
r) ∈ ([n]
ℓ \R) ∀R : β(R) = false
Local cardinality constraints. For every node a ∈ V (T ), every j ∈ [ℓ] and every vertex
v ∈ B(a), introduce a variable λvja with domain [n], with the meaning λ
vj
a = |NGa(v) ∩Xj |.
We refer to these as to λ-variables. Their meaning is enforced by setting:
λvja =
∑
u∈B(a):u 6=v
uv∈E
yju ∀a = b ∗ (v)
λuja = λ
uj
b + y
j
v ∀a = b ∗ (v), u ∈ B(a), uv ∈ E
λvja = λ
vj
b ∀a = b † (u), u 6= v, v ∈ B(a)
λvja = λ
vj
b + λ
vj
b′ −
∑
u∈B(a):u 6=v
uv∈E
yju ∀a = Λ(b, b
′)
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Now the local constraints themselves are enforced by setting:
λvjtop(v) ∈ α
j(v) ∀v ∈ V, j ∈ [ℓ] .
Objective function. In order to express the objective function we add soft constraints S =
{C
{yjv}
| v ∈ V, j ∈ [ℓ]} where C
{yjv}
= wjv if y
j
v = 1 and is 0 otherwise.
In order to apply Theorem 30, let us determine the parameters of the CSP instance
I we have constructed, namely the number of extra variables per node k, the maximum
domain size DI , and the lengths of the additional constraints ‖H
′‖ and ‖S‖.
We have introduced ℓ s-variables per node, and ℓτ λ-variables per node. Thus, k =
(τ + 1)ℓ. Since each s- and λ-variable corresponds to a size of some vertex subset, its value
us upper bounded by n, and thus DI = n. Let
N =
c∑
j=1
|RGj |+
ℓ∑
j=1
∑
v∈V (G)
|αj(v)|
be the input length of the global and local cardinality constraints.
Then, Theorem 30 implies that there exists a CSP instance J which is an extension of
I and has
• tw(J) ≤ f(|ϕ|, τ) + 2k ≤ f(|ϕ|, τ) + (τ + 1)ℓ ≤ f ′(|ϕ|, τ) for some computable
function f ′,
• ‖HJ‖+ ‖SJ‖ ≤ f(|ϕ|, τ) · |V |+ (‖H
′‖+ ‖S‖) ≤ f(|ϕ|, τ) · n+N , and
• DJ = DI = n.
Finally, applying Proposition 27 to J solves it in time nf
′(|ϕ|,τ)+N , finishing the proof
of Theorem 1.
Conditional cardinality constraints. As Szeider [38] points out, it is easy to extend his
XP result for MSOL in such a way that the local cardinality constraint |X(v)| ∈ α(v) is
conditioned on the fact that v ∈ X. Observe that our approach can be extended in such a
way as well. Moreover, in our setting with multiple set variables, we can even condition on
an arbitrary predicate ψ(v,X1, . . . ,Xm) describing how vertex v relates to the set variables.
4.3. Applications (Corollary 2). Let us briefly sketch some consequences of Theorem 1.
We focus on showing how to encode various W[1]-hard (w.r.t. treewidth) problems using
the notions we have provided. The parameterized complexity statements which follow are
not very surprising and in many cases were known. Still, we believe that our approach
captures and summarizes them nicely.
Local constraints. While introducing MSOL, Szeider [38] points out that the problems Gen-
eral Factor, Equitable k-Coloring and Minimum Maximum Outdegree are ex-
pressible in MSOL. Let us now observe that using the extension to conditional local con-
straints, we can also express the problems Capacitated Dominating Set, Capacitated
Vertex Cover, Vector Dominating Set and Generalized Domination.
Take for example the Capacitated Dominating Set problem. There, we are given
a graph G = (V,E) together with a capacity function c : V → N, and our goal is to find a
subset D ⊆ V and a mapping f : V \ D → D such that for each v ∈ D, |f−1(v)| ≤ c(v).
Essentially, f(w) = v means that the vertex w is dominated by the vertex v, and the
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condition |f−1(v)| ≤ c(v) ensures that the mapping f respects the capacities. To encode
this problem using MSOL, we need to view G as its incidence graph I(G) whose vertex set
is VI = V ∪ E. Then, we let ϕ(D,F ) and α be a formula and local cardinality constraints,
respectively, enforcing that:
• D ⊆ V ,
• F ⊆ E,
• each v ∈ V is either in D or has a neighbor in F ,
• each e ∈ F has a neighbor in D, and,
• if v ∈ D, then |N(v) ∩ F | ∈ αF (v) = [0, c(v)].
Then D encodes a dominating set and F can be used to construct the mapping f since for
each edge e ∈ F , at most one of its endpoints is not in D, and each v ∈ D sees at most c(v)
edges from F .
Let us define the remaining problems; theirMSOL formulations are analogous to the one
above. The Vector Dominating Set problem is similar to Capacitated Dominating
Set, except now each vertex v has a demand d(v) and if v 6∈ D, then it must have at least
d(v) neighbors in D. In Generalized Domination, we are given two sets σ, ρ ⊆ N and
for each vertex v in D or in V \D, it must hold that |N(v) ∩ D| ∈ σ or |N(v) ∩ D| ∈ ρ,
respectively. Finally, the Capacitated Vertex Cover problem is the following. We are
given a capacitated graph, and the task is to find a vertex cover C ⊆ V and an assignment
f : E → C such that for each v, |f−1(v)| ≤ c(v).
Global constraints: k-Balanced Partitioning. Ganian and Obdrzˇa´lek [20] introduce
MSO
G
lin
and show that also this logic expresses Equitable k-Coloring, and moreover
the Equitable connected k-Partition problem. Interestingly, they also discuss the
complexity of the k-Balanced Partitioning problem, where the goal is to find an equi-
table (all parts of size differing by at most one) k-partition and, moreover, minimize the
number of edges between partites. They provide an FPT algorithm for graphs of bounded
vertex cover, but are unable to express the problem in MSOGlin, and thus pose as an open
problem the task of finding a more expressive formalism which would capture this problem.
They also state that no parameterized algorithm exists for graphs of bounded treewidth,
but that is no longer true due to the results of van Bevern et al. [39]. On the other hand, the
question of capturing k-Balanced Partitioning by some MSO extension stands. Here
we show that it can be expressed as an instance of weighted MSOG
lin
model checking when
we use edge set variables (thus this is not applicable to graphs of bounded neighborhood
diversity).
Let ϕ be an MSOG formula with k free vertex set variables X1, . . . ,Xk and one free
edge set variable Y . We use ϕ to express that X1, . . . ,Xk is an equitable k-partition; this
is easily done using the global constraints. Furthermore, we enforce that Y is the set of
edges with one endpoint in Xi and another in Xj for any i 6= j. For a satisfying assignment
X1, . . . ,Xk, Y , let (x,y) ∈ {0, 1}
k|V | × {0, 1}|E| be its characteristic vector. To minimize
the number of edges between partites, it suffices to minimize y. This also clearly extends
to the case studied in the literature when edges are assigned weights.
Moreover, it is not difficult to see that the CSP instance in the proof of Theorem 1
could be extended to enforce constraints such as
∑
v∈V |X(v)| ∈ A for some set A ⊆ N.
With such constraints, it is possible to directly express the set of minimal (by appropriate
choice of A) k-balanced partitions, which in turn provides a compact extended formulation.
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Global constraints: Graph Motif. Fellows et al. [15] study the Graph Motif problem
from the perspective of parameterized complexity, especially on graphs with bounded widths.
In Graph Motif, we are given a vertex-colored graph G and a multiset of colors M , and
the task is to find a motif, that is, a connected subset of vertices S ⊆ V such that the
multiset of colors of S is exactly M . This problem is most naturally expressed when the
vertex-colored graph G is encoded as a general relational structure over a finite vocabulary.
Since we have not explicitly phrased our results for such structures, Graph Motif does not
directly fit any of our notions; however, the extension of our results (specifically, Theorem 1)
to general structures is straightforward.
Then, let us consider the number of colors χ a parameter and introduce additional
unary relations (labels) L1, . . . , Lχ. It is easy to see that Graph Motif is encoded by the
following MSOG
lin
formula ϕ(S):
ϕ(S) ≡ connected(S) ∧
χ∧
i=1
[|S ∩ Li| = mult(i,M)],
where connected(S) is a formula which holds if S is connected, and mult(i,M) ∈ N is the
multiplicity of color i in the motif M .
4.4. Proof of Theorem 30. Fix objects and quantities as in the statement of Theorem 30,
that is, I = (V,D,H,S) is a CSP instance for which there exists a σ2-structure G repre-
senting a graph, n := |V (G)|, ϕ is an MSO1 formula with ℓ free variables, (T,B) is a nice
tree decomposition of G of width τ , k ∈ N is such that V has ℓ · |V (G)| variables yiv and
k · |V (T )| variables xja, H = {y | G,y |= ϕ} ∪ H′ and S has the local scope property.
We give a brief outline of the proof of Theorem 30, which proceeds in three stages:
(1) Using a recent result of Kolman, Koutecky´ and Tiwary [29] we construct a linear
program (LP) of bounded treewidth whose integer solutions correspond to feasible
assignments of ϕ.
(2) We view this LP as an integer linear program (ILP) and construct an equivalent CSP
instance J ′ of bounded treewidth. Thus, J ′ is an extension of I ′ = ([n ·ℓ],DI′ ,HI′ , ∅)
where DI′ = {Di | Di = {0, 1}, i ∈ [n · ℓ]} and HI′ = {y | G,y |= ϕ}.
(3) We show that if H′ and S have the local scope property, it is possible to add new
constraints derived from H′ and S to the instance J ′ which results in instance J
(with Feas(J) ⊆ Feas(J ′)), such that J is an extension of I.
Stage 1: LP. We begin by extending our notion of treewidth to matrices.
Definition 31 (Treewidth of a matrix). Given a matrix A ∈ Zm×n, we define its Gaifman
graph G = G(A) as follows. Let V (G) = [n]. Let {i, j} ∈ E(G) if and only if there is an
r ∈ [n] with A[r, i] 6= 0 and A[r, j] 6= 0. The (primal or Gaifman) treewidth of a matrix A
is then tw(A) := tw(G(A)).
Let Pϕ(G) = conv{y | G,y |= ϕ} be the polytope of satisfying assignments of ϕ on
G, also called the MSO1 polytope; conv(X) denotes the convex hull of a set X. A result
of Kolman et al. [29] shows that there exists an extended formulation of Pϕ(G) with many
useful properties:
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Proposition 32 ([29, Theorem 4]). Let G = (V,E) be a σ2-structure representing a graph,
let n = |V |, (T,B) be its nice tree decomposition of width τ , and ϕ be an MSO1 formula
with ℓ free variables.
Then there exists an LP Ay + Dz + Cw = d, z,w ≥ 0, a set C, a function η :
C×V (T )×V ×[ℓ]→ {0, 1} and a tree decomposition (T,B∗) of the Gaifman graph G(ADC)
such that the following claims hold:
(1) The polytope P = {(y, z,w) | Ay+Dz+Cw = d, z,w ≥ 0} is a 0/1-polytope and
Pϕ(G) = {y | ∃z,w : (y, z,w) ∈ P}.
(2) For any integer point (y, z,w) ∈ P , for any t ∈ C, b ∈ V (T ), v ∈ B(b) and i ∈ [ℓ],
equalities ztb = 1 and η(t, b, v, i) = 1 imply that y
i
v = 1.
(3) (a) The treewidth of (T,B∗) is O(|C|3),
(b) for every node b ∈ V (T ),
⋃
t∈C{z
t
b} ⊆ B
∗(b).
(4) There is a computable function f such that |C| ≤ f(τ, |ϕ|) and A,D,C,d, η can be
computed in time O(|C|3 · n).
Stage 2: Viewing ILP as CSP. By aj we denote the j-th row of a matrix A. Let us connect
ILP and CSP:
Definition 33. A CSP instance I is equivalent to an ILP Ax ≤ bx ∈ Zn if
{x ∈ Zn | Ax ≤ b} = Feas(I).
Proposition 34. Let Ax ≤ b, x ∈ Zn be an ILP with A ∈ Zm×n, τ = maxmj=1 |supp(aj)|
and D = maxni=1 |ui − ℓi|, where ui and ℓi are an upper and lower bound on xi, that is,
u ≤ x ≤ ℓ holds. Then, an equivalent CSP instance I can be constructed in time O(Dτ ·mn),
and G(A) = G(I).
Proof. Let V = {x1, . . . , xn}. For every i ∈ [n], let Di = [ℓi, ui] and D = {Di | i ∈ [n]}.
Observe that maxi |Di| = ‖u−ℓ‖∞ = D. Regarding hard constraints H, observe that every
row aj of A contains at most τ non-zeros. Let Uj = supp(aj) = {i1, . . . , ik}, where k ≤ τ ,
and let xc = 0 for all c 6∈ Uj. Let CUj be the set of assignments from Di1 × · · · × Dik to
xi1 , . . . , xik that satisfy ajx ≤ bj; obviously |CUj | ≤ D
k and it can be constructed in time
O(Dk). Then, H = {CUj | j = 1, . . . ,m}. It is easy to verify that the feasible assignments
of I correspond to integer solutions of Ax ≤ b and that G(A) = G(I).
Proof of Theorem 30. We apply Proposition 32 to obtain an ILP Ay+Dz+Cw = d, and
use Proposition 34 to get an equivalent CSP instance J ′. Recall that (T,B) is a nice tree
decomposition of G and (T,B∗) is a tree decomposition of G(A D C) (and thus G(J ′))
as described in Proposition 32, part (3). Let I ′ be a CSP instance over variables y with
H = {y | G,y |= ϕ}. Clearly, J ′ is an extension of I ′ by the fact that the polytope P is an
extension of Pϕ(G).
Now we will add the variables x to J ′ and add constraints in such a way that the
resulting instance J will be an extension of I, and that it satisfies the claim of Theorem 30.
Stage 3: Adding variables and constraints. We introduce auxiliary binary variables f i,av for
each a ∈ V (T ), i ∈ [ℓ] and v ∈ B(a), and we let Let f i,av =
∑
t∈C z
t
a · η(t, a, v, i). For any
subset U of variables of I, let Ua be the set U where each variable y
i
v is replaced by f
i,a
v .
Then, for every constraint CU ∈ H
′ and wU ∈ S let a ∈ V (T ) be the node such that the
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local scope property of CU and wU , respectively, is fulfilled by a, and add to J
′ a constraint
obtained by replacing the scope U with Ua. Denote the resulting instance J .
By property (2) of Proposition 32, f i,av = yiv for each a ∈ V (T ) with v ∈ B(a). Thus,
for any constraint CU or wU , replacing its scope with Ua does not change the set of feasible
assignments, and J is an extension of I.
By the equivalence of Ay + Dz + Cw = d and J ′, we have that ‖HJ ′‖ + ‖SJ ′‖ ≤
f(|ϕ|, τ) · n, and thus ‖HJ‖ + ‖SJ‖ ≤ f(|ϕ|, τ) · n + ‖H
′‖ + ‖S‖. The variables contained
in J and not I are the z,w and f variables. Since they are all binary we also have that
DJ = DI . It remains to show that tw(J) ≤ f(|ϕ|, τ) + 2k. A lemma will help us see that:
Lemma 35. Let T = (I, F ) be a rooted binary tree, let (T,B) be a tree decomposition of a
graph G = (V,E) of width κ, and let H = (V ∪W,E ∪ Y ) be a supergraph of G such that:
• W =
⋃
a∈I Wa, Y =
⋃
ab∈F Yab, allWa are pair-wise disjoint, and all Yab are pair-wise
disjoint,
• |Wa| ≤ κ
′ for all a ∈ I,
• if a ∈ I has only child b, then
⋃
Yab ⊆ (B(a) ∪Wa ∪Wb), and,
• if a has two children b, b′, then
⋃
(Yab ∪ Yab′) ⊆ (B(a) ∪Wa ∪Wb ∪Wb′).
Then there is a tree decomposition (T,B′) of H of width at most κ+ 2κ′.
Wa
Wb
a
b
Wa
Wb
Wc
Wd
WeWf
(b)
(a)
Figure 4: The situation of Lemma 35. Part (a) depicts a single edge ab ∈ F and the
requirement that edges from vertices in Wa only connect to vertices in Wa, Wb,
B(a) or B(b). Part (b) depicts how W and Y relate to the whole of T . Black
points correspond to I, grey edges to F , Wa, . . . ,Wf are self-explanatory, and all
remaining edges correspond to sets of edges Yij.
Proof. Let B′ be obtained from B by, for every edge ab ∈ F , adding Wa to the bags B(a)
and B(b). We will verify that (T,B′) is a tree decomposition of H of width at most κ+2κ′;
we shall denote by B′ the bags of (T,B′). The conditions of a tree decomposition obviously
hold for all vertices and edges of G, so we only check it for new vertices and edges.
Edge condition. Let uv ∈ Yab be an edge in H \ G with u ∈ Wa. Either v ∈ B(a)
and then {u, v} ⊆ B(a) ∪Wa ⊆ B
′(a), or v ∈Wb and then {u, v} ⊆ B(b) ∪Wa ⊆ B
′(b).
Connectedness condition. Let v ∈ Wa and let a have children b, b
′, with possibly
b = b′. Notice that v does not appear in the bag of any node above a and any node below
b and b′. Since we have added Wa to all of a, b and b
′, the connectedness condition holds.
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We have added to each node b (except the root) two sets Wa, Wb where a is the parent
of b, and because |Wa|+ |Wb| ≤ 2κ
′, tw((T,B′)) ≤ κ+ 2κ′.
Let us consider how the constraint graph G(J) relates to G(J ′). Since J is obtained
by adding new variables and constraints, this corresponds to G(J) being a supergraph of
G(J ′). The vertices W = V (G(J)) \ V (G(J ′)) can be partitioned into sets Wa for every
node a ∈ V (T ), and |Wa| ≤ k. Moreover, the new edges Y = E(G(J)) \ E(G(J
′)) can
also be partitioned into sets Yab for each ab ∈ E(T ), such that for each uv ∈ Yab we
have {u, v} ⊆ (Wa ∪ Wb), because, for each node a ∈ V (T ), the new constraints only
contain variables associated with node a and its neighbors. The tree decomposition (T,B∗)
of G(J ′) is such that we are precisely in the situation of Lemma 35 with G := G(J ′),
H := G(J), κ := tw(J ′) = f ′(|ϕ|, τ) and κ′ := k + ℓτ , which then implies that G(J) has a
tree decomposition (T,B′) of width f ′(|ϕ|, τ)) + 2k + ℓτ ≤ f(|ϕ|, τ)) + 2k.
5. Conclusions
Limits of MSO extensions, other logics, and metatheorems. We have defined extensions of
MSO and extended positive and negative results for them. There is still some unexplored
space in MSO extensions: Szeider [38] shows that MSOL where some of the sets of local
cardinality constraints are quantified is NP-hard already on graphs of treewidth 2. We are
not aware of a comparable result for MSOG, and no results of this kind are known for graphs
of bounded neighborhood diversity. Also, we have not explored other logics, as for example
the modal logic considered by Pilipczuk [37]. Also, one merit of algorithmic metatheorems
is in generalizing existing results. However, many problems [16, 19] are FPT on bounded
neighborhood diversity which are not expressible in any of the studied logics. So we ask for
a metatheorem generalizing as many such positive results as possible.
Complementary Parameters and Problems. Unlike for treewidth, taking the complement of
a graph preserves its neighborhood diversity. Thus our results apply also in the comple-
mentary setting, where, given a graph G and a parameter p(G), we are interested in the
complexity (with respect to p(G)) of deciding a problem P on the complement of G. While
the complexity stays the same when parameterizing by neighborhood diversity, it is unclear
for sparse graph parameters such as treewidth. It was shown very recently [14] that the
Hamiltonian Path problem admits an FPT algorithm with respect to the treewidth of
the complement of the graph. This suggest that at least sometimes this is the case and
some extension of Courcelle’s theorem deciding properties of the complement may hold.
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